Holiday Party Moved to January
H

o, ho, ho. . . Oh, oh, snow! Our holiday party, originally scheduled for Dec. 8, had to take a snow day. But,
thanks to our hosts, the 1st Existentialist Congregation of Atlanta, we were able to move to a new date:
Friday, Jan. 12, and a new theme: Celebrating a great start to 2018!
As I write this, Roy Moore was just defeated in Alabama, 15 DSA members are preparing to assume elected
office for the first time (joining 19 others), and women across the country are speaking up against powerful
men who abuse women – including the president. Locally, MADSA and allies are committed to educating and
taking direct action alongside our allies to bring about our vision of a just society. Our local and national
organization continues to attract new members inspired by that vision, including a new Young Democratic
Socialists of America group at Georgia Tech. Sure, it’s not all rosy by any means (watch out for your taxes,
Internet charges and health care) but we will bear in mind Antonio Gramsci’s motto: “pessimism
of the intellect, optimism of the will” while enjoying good company, refreshments and music by
Veronika Jackson (folk/blues) and Frank Hamilton (former member of the Weavers) on Jan. 12.
– Barbara Joye

New MADSA
Officers Elected
September 2017

Chair: Adam Cardo; Membership
Secretary: Michael Lavender;
Recording Secretary: Jeb Boone;
Treasurer: Seth Ellingson
At- large: Anat Fintzi,
Erin Parks, and Eric Robertson

Congratulations to the new officers elected at
our Sept. 16 membership meeting! Please give
them all your support as they lead us during the
coming months.

MADSA will hold membership meetings (open
to all) at 3pm on the last Saturday of each month,
in the CWA hall during Jan.-March 2018 (see
Coming Events, p. 9).
www.dsa-atlanta.org
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11th Douglass-Debs Dinner
Brought Us Together
A

t our Douglass-Debs Dinner Nov. 18, we filled the Loft
at Castleberry Hill with a beautiful celebration of our
campaigns for democracy, socialism, and human rights. This
was MADSA’s 11th annual fundraiser, where we meet with
our friends to recognize and celebrate the work of progressive
leaders in the Metro Atlanta community.

Khalid kamau, Milt Tambor, Sarah Jaffe (Photo: Shelley Elise Bernam)

This year’s honorees:
• Brother Mawuli Davis, founding partner of the Davis
Bozeman Law Firm, received an award for his continued work
as a true people’s lawyer across so many struggles.

Above, left: Muwali Davis. (Photo: Lorraine Fontana); right, Milt Tambor. (Photo:
Shelley Elise Berman)

• Brother khalid kamau, councilman for the new City of
Renaissance (aka South Fulton) received an award for his
community justice work and help leading the new city just
south of Atlanta to a better, more progressive, future.
• Sister Lani Amina Ledisi accepted the MADSA Creative
Activism Award for Southerners on New Ground (SONG) and
their Black Mamas Bailout Project.

The Communication Workers of America District 3’s table. (Photo: Reid Freeman
Jenkins)

The program book cover designed by Emma Lathem.

Khalid with MADSA officer, Teamster Local 728’s Eric Robertson. (Photo: Shelley
Elise Berman)
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Thanks to Chair Adam Cardo; outgoing Chair Milton Tambor,
who organized this event for its first 10 years; keynote speaker
Sarah Jaffe; all the awardees; the Douglass-Debs Organizing
Committee; singer Payton Scott; graphic designers Emma
Latham and Barbara Segal; our labor movement supporters;
and all members and attendees, for the inspiration we need to
continue these difficult struggles into 2018 and beyond.
–Daniel Hanley and Lorraine Fontana
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Solidarity with Homeless Neighbors

Atlantans on the street. (Photo: Marshall Rancifer)

M

ADSA members have been helping Food Not Bombs and
member Marshall Rancifer of the Justice for All Coalition
feed the growing number of homeless people in Atlanta,
in spite of the City of Atlanta’s efforts to sweep this urgent
need and those people under the rug to make the city more
corporate-friendly.
Atlanta Food Not Bombs has been sharing free food with
anyone who is hungry for over a decade. “We believe that
food is a human right, and that no authority should be able to
prevent anyone from eating,” their website statement explains.
“Georgia State University Police has begun a campaign of
harassment aimed at anyone who tries to share food with
people [downtown]. They claim that giving away food is illegal
without a food service establishment license from the City. The
cops’ legal claims are confusing, contradictory, and ultimately

Volunteers Robin, Earthworm, Josh Tuccio and Scott Douglas in the park. (Photo:
Reid Freeman Jenkins)

www.dsa-atlanta.org
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false. What it comes down to is that they don’t want homeless
people in the park, they want them to go somewhere else.
“But when they’re forced out of the park, the homeless
won’t be going into a shelter, since the City finally won
their years-long fight to shut down Atlanta’s largest shelter
[Peachtree-Pine] And they certainly won’t be going into
housing, in a city where gentrification and speculation has
created what many are calling an affordable housing crisis.
Developers, university administrators, and city planners do
not care that there’s nowhere for poor people to go. As far as
they are concerned, the homeless are a nuisance to be dealt
with the same as rats and pigeons.
“The cops have already charged one of our volunteers with
this supposed crime, but we will not stop. If the government
makes sharing illegal, then we have no choice but to be
criminals. Not just because our conscience requires it, but
because helping each other is the only way we will all survive.”
To find the next opportunity to feed homeless people in a
public park, see the Teardown Community’s Facebook page.
Since October, MADSA has been supporting the Georgia Beer
Garden and the Justice for All Coalition to collect supplies for
unsheltered people. At our October monthly social event at
the Garden (see Coming Events) we also donated cash, and the
Joystic
k Game Bar (427 Edgewood Ave.) donated the take
from their game machines that night. Blankets and coats are
urgently needed. Supplies and cash can be dropped off at the
Garden whenever they are open, through Jan. 30.
“While there is a lower class, I am in it, and while there is a
criminal element, I am of it, and while there is a soul in prison,
I am not free.”
–Eugene Victor Debs
  December 2017 v EQUALITY

Elections: We Win Some, We Lose Some
F

ormer State Senator Vincent Fort, MADSA’s endorsed
candidate for Mayor of Atlanta, did not win his bid to
become the most progressive mayor in our city’s history,
despite great volunteer canvassing, phone banking and light
projections by many of our members. He greeted a crowd of
supporters on election night with a short speech geared to
the long term: “We have created a movement, a coalition, that
will continue.”

Mayoral candidate Sen. Vincent Fort on election night. (Photo: Reid Freeman Jenkins)

His message the next day read in part: “Last night’s results
aren’t a negative reflection on progressive principles, or on
how hard we fought for them. In fact, I couldn’t be prouder of
what we accomplished. Despite being outspent by candidates
with corporate backing, we ran a tough, issues-oriented
campaign that garnered support from citizens in Atlanta and
around the country. Together, we defined what this election
would be about. We forced other candidates to address issues
that, prior to my candidacy, were nothing more than pesky

topics worthy of avoidance. We changed the conversation....I
look forward to being actively engaged in the fight going
forward. This isn’t the last you’ve heard from Vincent Fort,
and I trust it isn’t the last the status quo has heard from you.”
(Emphasis in the original)
Meanwhile, across the country, DSA members and DSAendorsed candidates racked up historic wins as part of
the “wave” in which voters rejected the Trump/Republican
agenda in favor of diverse newcomers who ran on platforms
geared to the issues affecting ordinary people. Fifteen of the
26 DSA members who ran won, including an amazing win
in Virginia where Lee Carter replaced the state legislature’s
majority whip. This brings the number of DSA members who
are elected officials to 34, including three Democratic state
legislators (in ME, VA and MA). And, of course, the rightwing
media has freaked out. Newsweek ran an interesting review of
their reaction to our wins (including a good quote from one
of our NYC comrades): “Democrats Are Not American–They
Are ‘Bolsheviks,’ Conservatives Warn After Election Night
Losses.” (11/8/17).
MADSA member Daniel Hanley posted a Facebook comment,
which, after citing the low voter turnout and gross disparity of
resources among the candidates, ended on a call to future action:
“No justice or democracy in our institutions, but Keisha
won’t stop us. Trump won’t stop us. We’re gonna keep on
keepin’ on, in the ATL human rights tradition, and exercise
our democracy whenever we can find it IN. THE. STREETS.
We’ll take action through demand-oriented campaigns for
criminal justice reform, workers’ rights, environmental justice,
universal healthcare, education, and housing. We’ll advance
our agenda for democracy and socialism the same way we
always have. We’ll build even stronger community bonds,
organizations, and multi-racial working-class coalitions that
endure beyond election cycles. . . . Like [community activist]
Tanya said: Victory is ours!”

MADSA Officer Erin Parks at Afro-Socialist Training

I

had the privilege of attending the first AfroSocialist training in New York [in November].
Co-sponsored by DSA and the Rosa Luxembourg
Stiftung [Foundation] New York office, the two-day
workshop consisted of presentations from past and
present activists on subjects such as the history of
people of color in the socialist movement, how to
organize and build coalitions with people of color, and
best practices for individual outreach.
Attendees consisted of DSA members from all over
the country, including California, Texas, Massachusetts,
Georgia and New York.
The energy was amazing, the facilitators were engaging,
and I left feeling empowered by the tools and information
provided. I look forward to implementing the strategies
learned in my work with MADSA to improve our service
and partnership with people of color.
–Erin Parks
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Tear it Down!

A

t DSA’s national convention in August, the Southern
Caucus endorsed a “Tear it Down!” campaign to
remove Confederate monuments from public display, while
recognizing that the monument issue is a symbol of the larger
struggle against institutionalized white supremacy. MADSA’s
NE GA branch led a demonstration against a monument on
the Gainesville square (see Equality, summer 2017) and we
participated in a campaign led by community members to
remove an obelisk from the Decatur square which honors
those who died for the “Lost Cause” as “a covenant race.”
On Sept. 10 we joined a spirited crowd of some 500 led by
Hate Free Decatur and the DeKalb NAACP to rally and march
in downtown Decatur, and heard speakers from many faith
and community organizations. Most speakers called for the
monument to be moved to a museum or cemetery. One sign
read: “We don’t want to erase history, we want to get on the
right side of history!”
Later in September, Lorraine Fontana joined others
urging the DeKalb County Commission to remove the
monument, which is owned by the county. Judy Conder
of Artemis Productions reported that “Young (compared
to me), smart, well informed activists from Hate Free
Decatur, NAACP Beacon Hill, Dekalb NAACP, and ATL
NAACP (many of whom are attorneys and historians) are

The community rallies to remove
Confederate monuments in Decatur.

working their way through the hierarchy of clueless local
Georgia politicians in an effort to remove the Confederate
monument. . . The [state’s] white supremacy law that
prohibits the removal of Confederate monuments has
never been tested/litigated. They believe that Dekalb
county, the second most affluent African-American county
in the country, is the place to do it.”
According to Mawuli Davis, president of the NAACP’s
Beacon Hill branch and one of our Douglass-Debs award
winners: ‘The people are prepared to stand up and defend
what we believe is our right if the attorney general’s office
for the State of Georgia seeks to impose their will and say
that we do not have the right to self-determination in this city
and county to remove this monument to white supremacy.” In
October, the DeKalb Commission voted 6-1 to find a legal way
to remove the monument.

Lorraine Fontana speaks to the DeKalb County Commission.
(Photos: Reid Freeman Jenkins)

www.dsa-atlanta.org
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Fall Membership Meetings
A

t our membership meetings, we make decisions and hear
about chapter events and local activism we support. Our
first fall membership meeting took place in October at the
CWA hall in Grant Park. Thanks, Local 3204! Highlights:

MADSA Chair Adam Cardo calls the meeting to order. Marshall Rancifer
addresses MADSA members. (Photo:s Reid Freeman Jenkins)

• Richard Hunsinger and Aaron Thorpe of the Housing
Justice League reported on the Beltline for All campaign.
Campaign demands include affordable housing and
“development without displacement” for neighborhoods
affected by Beltline construction (Grant Park, Ormewood Park,
Adair Park, Mechanicsville, Pittsburgh and Peoplestown),
and a voice for the long-time residents of those areas.
See www.housingjusticeleague.org or the Housing Justice
League’s Facebook page and Twitter (@HJLatl). MADSA has
supported these demands for several years.

Schultz was murdered by campus police in September (see
MADSA’s statement, p. 7). Five of those arrested after the
event–on mostly trumped-up charges–are people of color;
four are trans people; one is a Tech student, three are Ga.
State U. students (friends of Scout’s) and one is not a student.
Tech student Cat was barred from campus, so unable to go to
her job, dorm room or classes. She and others were charged
with arson (setting fire to a police car) despite being arrested
before it began. The GBI is investigating Scout’s murder.
• Nate Knauf reported on the successful launch of a Young
Democratic Socialists of America chapter at Tech. We will
send activists from their group and others to the national
YDSA winter conference in February.
• MADSA and Justice for All leader Marshall Rancifer
described the urgent need for more support for the growing
number of homeless people on our streets and some of the
reasons why they are unsheltered, including barriers to
working while living at some shelters. See p. 3 for more on
this issue.
• Finally, Tim Franzen, staff for Sen. Fort’s mayoral campaign,
inspired us to phonebank and take canvassing assignments.
(See “Elections: We Win Some, We Lose Some,” p. 4)

I

Thank You Notes

n early December I finished with my daily radiation
treatments of over six weeks along with seven chemo
sessions. I so much appreciated the DSA comrades who
visited me or sent books, flowers, cards, posts or called me
by phone. Several DSAers even drove me to Emory Hospital
for my radiation sessions. Having the Douglass-Debs Dinner
during this period did much to lift my spirits. At the Dinner
I enjoyed greeting comrades and publicly thanking Metro
Atlanta DSA members for the good work they have carried
out during the year. The love and respect shown to me for my
commitment to DSA’s social and economic justice agenda is a
treasure to be cherished.
–Milt Tambor (MADSA Chair 2006-2017)

I
Richard Hunsinger (L) and Aaron Thorpe (R) address September meeting. (Photo:
Reid Freeman Jenkins)

• MADSA member and Ga. Tech student activist Matthew
Wolfsen, with Tech trans community leaders and Progressive
Student Alliance activists Naiki Kaffezakis and Allyn Wardlow,
updated us on the cases of seven people arrested for alleged
actions during a protest in front of the campus police station
following a vigil for Scout Schultz.

EQUALITY v December 2017

want to thank you all for what you do. I do not mean coming
in to the Beer Garden. We of course love that too. I mean the
work you are doing in the community to raise awareness on
important issues, the outreach you are a part of to help those
in need, and the expansion of debate you have brought to
Atlanta by increasing the size and reach of the DSA.
We need you. We need your activism and we need your
voice. I’m so grateful to have met Barbara, Milt, Daniel, and
Marshall. The DSA has given me hope that not everyone
is some soul-sucking-bible-thumping-poor-people-hatingracist-homophobic-sexist-fear-mongering-asshole. As you
can see, I’m a little bitter. But not about y’all.
–Cheers, Johnny
(Johnny Martinez and Brandon Ley own the Joystick Game
Bar and the Georgia Beer Garden, which hosts our Eat, Drink
and Be Marxist social event. See Coming Events.)
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Democratic Socialist Dialogues
Photos: Reid Freeman Jenkins

B

ecause we believe in combining action with reflection,
MADSA invites members and friends to hear speakers
and engage in bi-monthly “dialogues” about current issues.
In October we enjoyed a wide-ranging panel discussion of
electoral politics and the significance of former State Senator
Vincent Fort’s MADSA-endorsed campaign for mayor.
Stephen Day, chair of the Gwinnett County Board of
Registrations and Elections, argued that in Georgia the white
racial voting bloc has been the primary
driver of electoral politics, but that the
bloc is itself split between evangelicals
and others. He indicated that there
are strong possibilities for progressive
candidates to wage targeted, “stealth”
campaigns on the local level, mobilizing
key Democratic constituencies–in
particular African-American women–in
order to flip municipal and county offices,
Stephen Day
and urged DSA members to engage with
the Democratic Party.
Sen. Fort characterized the split among voters as racial–a
tool that economic elites use to divide the Southern working
class against itself. He emphasized building solidarity among
working people in opposition to economic elites–banks, the
business community, real estate developers–and pointed
to deliberate racist policies and propaganda as the reason
why America never developed its own
labor party as did European social
democracies.
Minnie Ruffin, MADSA member and
veteran voting rights activist with the
Coalition for the People’s Agenda, ran
down a long list of vote suppression
and restriction methods ranging from
gerrymandering to purging voting rolls
Minnie Ruffin
on spurious grounds–such as a voter’s

Rita Valenti and Stephen Friedrich

failure to return an inconspicuous card they receive in the
mail asking them to confirm their status.
In December we focused on the shortcomings of what
passes for a healthcare system in the U.S. and one alternative:
Medicare for All (single-payer) which was declared a top
priority for DSA at our national convention. The guest speaker,
Rita Valenti, is a registered nurse; a long-time healthcare
justice activist in organizations including
Healthcare-Now! Georgia, National
Nurses United, and Physicians for a
National Health Program (PNHP); and a
former member of the Georgia General
Assembly. MADSA’s Stephen Friedrich
moderated, and invited interested
members to a national DSA conference
call to launch our Medicare for All
campaign.
Dr. Henry Kahn,
See also “Coming Events” for a related
MADSA member
discussion hosted by our Northeast
and PHNP leader,
Georgia branch on Jan. 19.
speaks at the dia–Stephen Friedrich and Barbara Joye
logue on M4A.

Rest in Power, Scout
M

ADSA mourns the loss of Scout Schultz (pronouns they/
them). Scout was a comrade to several members who knew
them from their attendance at Eat, Drink, & Be Marxist, a monthly
social event, as well as from their leadership as president of the
Georgia Tech Pride Alliance. Scout will be remembered as a kind
person who fearlessly lived their life as a visible, proud member
of the LGBTQ+ community. Their tireless efforts within the Pride
Alliance continuously reminded us of the ongoing struggles of the
transgender, non-binary, and intersex community. Scout’s tragic
passing reminds us that access to high quality mental health
resources is vital to the wellbeing of everyone, especially members
of the LGBTQ+ community.
–MADSA statement

www.dsa-atlanta.org
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MADSA Members in Action
• Erin Parks, Barbara Joye, Reid Jenkins, Milt Tambor and
Linda Lieberman tabled for MADSA at the AFL-CIO’s annual
Labor Day cookout at UAW Local 882’s recreation center in
Hapeville. Many friends dropped by the table, and several
new people signed up for our email.

had been the highest-ranking local politician to endorse
Sanders’ presidential race, and Sanders returned the favor. To
add even more star power to the event, the progressive and
very popular Atlanta rapper Killer Mike introduced Fort.

Erin Parks, Barbara Joye (Photo: Howard Romaine)

The rally stage in Nogales, Mexico (Photo: Adrian Bernal)

• Erin Parks, one of our new MADSA officers, warned
participants at a Change Walmart rally on the Morehouse
College campus Sept. 26 that every dollar spent at Walmart,
whose owners are strong Trump supporters, helps enable
people like Education Secretary Betty DeVos to siphon funds
away from public education and other necessary programs.
Parks is a graduate of Spelman, Morehouse’s sister college.
The “Trump and Walmart Make America Worse” campaign
stop in Atlanta was co-sponsored by Atlanta Jobs With Justice.

(Photo: Reid Freeman Jenkins)

• Several of our members volunteered at a Sept. 30 campaign
rally for Sen. Fort which featured Sen. Bernie Sanders. Fort

Anat Fintzi and Scott
Douglas helped sign
in rally attendees as a
near-capacity crowd
of 2,453 filled St.
Phillip A.M.E. church
in East Lake, and we
created and gave
out more than 1,000
buttons. (Photos: Reid
Freeman Jenkins)

• Adrian Bernal of MADSA
attended the School of the
Americas Watch’s second
annual Border Convergence/
Encuentro Nov. 10-12. After 26
years of mass protests against
the notorious U.S. militaryrun School of the Americas
(now re-branded the Western
Hemisphere Institute for
Security Cooperation) at the
gates of Ft. Benning, GA, in
2016 SOA Watch moved this
event to the U.S.-Mexico border. Tucson comrades. (Photo: Adrian
This year they held workshops Bernal)
in Tucson and rallies at the
Federal courthouse and the Eloy Detention Center there, and
another spanning the border between Nogales AZ and Nogales
MX. The school trains Latin American police and soldiers,
many of whom have returned after graduation to lead death
squads and massacres in their country. Participants came
from across the U.S. to “challenge the racist status quo and
push back against U.S. intervention in Latin America.” Thanks
to Adrian for representing MADSA even though the protest no
longer takes place in Georgia.

(Photo: Reid Freeman Jenkins)
EQUALITY v December 2017
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•We proudly made up about half of Sen. Fort’s contingent in
the Atlanta Pride parade Oct. 15. Some of our signs displayed
issues we shared with Sen. Fort’s campaign, and we flew the red
DSA flag. At the front of the contingent was a group of Ga. Tech
students with a banner protesting the arrest of students from
Tech and other schools for their actions following a vigil for the
murdered Tech student activist Scout Schultz (See p. 7).

(Photo: Daniel Hanley)

Coming Events
January 12, 7–11
p.m.–MADSA PARTY,

at the 1st Existentialist
Congregation, 470
Candler Park Drive,
Atlanta GA 30307.
Celebrate our past
achievements and
hopes for the new year
with refreshments,
comradeship, and
songs by Veronika
Jackson (folk/blues)
and Frank Hamilton
(former member of the
Weavers). Bring a dish if
you wish; BYOB.

January 19, 7 p.m. – EAT , DRINK AND BE MARXIST

• Brad Latham, chair of our Northeast Ga. branch, and Chad
Floyd, with DSA members from Birmingham, Northern AL,
Middle TN, Charlottesville and other chapters, travelled to
Shelbyville and Murfreesboro TN on Oct. 27 to protest two
so-called “white lives matter” rallies. “The Nazis have been run
out of town,” Latham reported. “Murfreesboro (second half)
was actually pretty anticlimactic–the fascists saw that they
were massively outnumbered and fled. The DSA contingent had
no arrests, no injuries–a very successful counter-protest. Very
proud of our comrades, thanks to everyone who showed up to
confront white supremacy.”

at the Georgia Beer Garden, 420 Edgewood Ave. SE, Atlanta.
Enjoy comradeship and a brew with MADSA members and
friends in the garden of this friendly member-owned bar
(Marxism not required).We’re also joining with the Justice
for All Coalition through January to raise funds and collect
supplies for Atlanta’s unsheltered population. We need
blankets, sleeping bags tents, coats, women’s and men’s
pants, sweaters, gloves, knit caps, hygiene kit supplies (travel
size), chemical hand warmers, socks, q-tips, wet wipes, and
cash for gas to pick up and deliver supplies and to buy food
to feed the unsheltered people on the weekends when most
other agencies are closed. Because the catering company
donations drop off during the winter, most of Atlanta’s
unsheltered homeless may eat only three meals from
Saturday morning until Monday afternoon.

January 19, 6 p.m. MEDICARE FOR ALL, WITH TIM

FAUST and candidate for Congress Josh McCall, sponsored
by NE GA DSA. Tim Faust is healthcare correspondent
for the podcast Chapo Trap House. Medicare for All was
declared a top priority for 2018-19 by the DSA national
convention. Gainesville, GA; venue TBA.

(Seated, far left: Chad Floyd; second from left: Brad Lathem.)

January 27, 4 p.m. GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
(everyone welcome) at the Communication Workers of
America Local 3204 hall, 279 Logan St SE, Atlanta, GA
30312. Reports on local activism by our members and
partners, and plans for 2018. Details TBA.

February 18 SOCIALIST DIALOGUE at the Rush Center,

www.dsa-atlanta.org
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1530 DeKalb Ave NE Suite A, Atlanta, GA 30307. Discussion
of organized labor and DSA’s National Priorities Resolution
establishing support for labor as a priority for our
organization in 2018–19. Details TBA.
  December 2017 v EQUALITY

